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Abstract

This thesis project aimed at improving a commercial Italian Unit Selection
system by obtaining a higher agreement between the internal target rep-
resentation produced by the text analysis component and the recordings
in the speech database. Precisely this has been done by implementing
new transformation rules that are applied on the input text during the
text normalization and just after the grapheme-to-phoneme (g2p) module.
We focused on mismatchings that occur over word boundaries and that
are caused by both typical Italian phonotactic phenomena and prosodic
breaks. In order to write the rules a deep and careful analysis of the
speech database and the voice talent’s specific pronunciation has been
performed in addition to the study of Italian language’s properties, both
from a phonetic and syntactic perspective. The evaluation of the new
rules added to the system showed on improvement of 4.25% over our
baseline. Finally this study shows the importance of the criteria used for
the selection of the voice talent, revealing the significance of consistency
in his/her performance of phonetic features for rule based text analysis
components.
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1 Introduction

Text To Speech (TTS) systems are getting quite common nowadays and they are
used in a wide variety of applications: there are telephone-based conversational
agents, non-conversational systems for the blind or for sufferers of neurological
disorders, video-games and children’s toys. This is also the reason why it is
one of the most commercialized fields in Natural Language Processing (NLP),
together with Machine Translation and Sentiment Analysis.

The purpose of a TTS system is to produce a speech output from an original
source in form of a text, in such a way that it can sound as natural as possible,
as close as possible to a real human voice.

Nowadays one of the most adopted approaches by TTS systems is the so
called Concatenative Unit Selection synthesis. Compared with other methods,
such as the ones used in formant and articulatory systems, Unit Selection
has the advantage of being able to provide very natural speech even with a
basic implementation. Indeed, this method makes use of samples of recorded
speech that are cut and stored in an inventory and that are later recombined to
produce new sequences of speech. This kind of synthesis has also the advantage
of drastically reducing the need of signal processing, that is one of the main
reasons why synthesized speech sounds often unnatural and "wooden".

As most of the applications in NLP, a TTS system’s performance is very
dependent on how much each component is able to catch and reproduce the
real features of a language. Speech requires both segmental and suprasegmental
phenomena to be taken into account but also what native speakers take for
granted: how numbers and foreign words are read, which words are spelled
out and why, etc. Moreover, since the performance of a Unit Selection system
is mostly dependent on the quality of its speech database and how its units
are selected by the synthesizer, the phonetic representation of the input text
provided by the text analysis component has to be as close as possible to the
waveform of the actual recorded speech in the database. This means considering
not only language dependent information but also voice dependent information,
such as personal features due to local varieties of the language or articulation
disorders.

1.1 Purpose
This thesis project has been designed in collaboration with ReadSpeaker AB,
a TTS company in Uppsala, Sweden, that proposes solutions for digital texts
and online applications since 1999. During the realization of a TTS system for
the Italian language, we decided to investigate the impact on the output of the
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text analysis component, of phenomena occurring on word boundaries, such as
phonotactic phenomena and pauses.

As other languages, Italian has phonotactic phenomena occurring on word
boundaries that vary on regional base and that might be performed by the
voice talent that recorded the Italian database. Moreover, proximity to pauses
is one of the feature that affects the intonation of units and that is considered
when selecting them for the final output.

As such, our purpose is to make the text analysis module able to treat
these phenomena reproducing the representation of the voice talent’s behavior
in terms of phonotactics on word boundaries and pausing. By implementing
voice based rules for phoneme transformation and pause insertion, we expect to
increase the agreement between the phonetic representation of the input text
and the recordings in the speech database, and finally producing a synthesized
output closer to a real human voice.

In order to achieve our goal, we need to answer the following questions:

• Why and how phonetic phenomena on word boundaries can affect an
unit selection system?

• Which are the Italian language’s properties that affect word boundaries?

• Which is the behavior of the voice talent relating to them?

• Is it possible to write rules to handle these phenomena based on Italian
linguistic information and a voice talent’s specific pronunciation?

• To what extent these rules can improve the agreement between front-end
and speech database?

• Is there a way to reduce or even avoid the adapting of the text analysis
component on a single voice base and to keep a high agreement?

1.2 Outline
The remainder of this thesis work is divided in three chapters.

Chapter 2 provides a background from a technical perspective first explaining
the general components of a unit selection system and then the specifics of the
unit selection system for Italian, together with some alternative approaches.

Chapter 3 introduces the linguistic background about Italian language
giving an introduction to Italian language’s characteristics, its phonetic system
and its syntactic structure.

Finally chapter 4 describes the method chosen to improve the system, the
data we used and how the rules have been implemented and tested.
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2 An Italian TTS System

As we previously mentioned, the system we worked with is based on Concate-
native Unit Selection synthesis, therefore this chapter describes in detail the
basics of this approach, the specifics of the Italian TTS system and the problem
we tried to solve in this thesis project.

2.1 Unit Selection Synthesis
As with other kinds of synthesis, such as formant and articulatory synthesis,
Unit Selection systems are structured into two main components: text analysis
and waveform synthesis (see figure 2.1).

2.1.1 Text Analysis
The text analysis step is the core and the most substantial part of the
system. Its purpose is to prepare the input text and convert it into a phonetic
representation that can be finally mapped to a new waveform during the
synthesis.

According to Taylor (2009), text analysis includes three main tasks: text
normalization, phonetic analysis and prosodic analysis.

Text normalization takes care of sentence tokenization, expansion of non
standard words and homograph disambiguation. Each of these subtasks has its

Figure 2.1: Block diagram of TTS Unit Selection flow.
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own difficulties, where the most frequent and the hardest one is ambiguity. For
example, sentence tokenization has to deal with the ambiguity of punctuation,
such as the case of the period used both at the end of a sentence and in
abbreviations ("Diana is celebrating since she got accepted to a Ph.D."); the
expansion of non standard words has to deal with numbers, abbreviations,
letter sequences and acronyms that sometimes can be read in different ways.
For example, the cardinal number "1960" can be read in the following ways:

• year: nineteen sixty ;

• dollars: one thousand, nine hundreds, and sixty ;

• dollars: nineteen hundreds and sixty ;

• password: one nine six zero.

Even homographs need particular attention: they need to be disambiguated
to choose the right pronunciation. For example, consider the criterion to decide
how to pronounce <live> in the following sentence:

Do you live near a zoo?

Is it [lihv] or [laiv]1? For English speakers the answer is obvious since in this
case the word "live" is a verb but the system needs to be directed to this choice.
Two methods can help in these tasks, rules that use regular expressions and
POS tags, and machine learning algorithms, such as a decision list (Jurafsky
and Martin, 2009).

Once the text normalization is completed the next step is the phonetic
analysis. It is the core of a TTS system since it links the two main components,
the text analysis and the waveform synthesis. It mainly consists of providing
a pronunciation for each word in the text, but not only. Sometimes finding
the right pronunciation includes considering other more complicated features,
such as those of phonotactics on word boundaries. For example, a TTS system
for French has to take into account the phenomenon of liaison where the last
phone of a word can be affected by the next one:

"He is a boy" : Il est un garçon [il est 9~gaRso~]

In this case the grapheme <t> gets pronounced because of the context since
in French the standard rule implies that the consonants <d p s t x z> are
never pronounced if at the end of a word. Also in Italian there are phonetic
phenomena that act on word boundaries and that have to be take into account
in a TTS system, this follows in chapter 3.

The phonetic analysis depends mainly on a large pronunciation dictionary
that is filled with information about syllabifications, word stress and some
morphological boundaries. For example in the Unisyn lexicon - a dictionary
built for synthesis purposes (Fitt, 2002) - the word going is annotated like this:

going : g ∗ ou. > ing >

1From now on the phonetic representation uses the Speech Assessment Methods Phonetic
Alphabet (SAMPA), www.phon.ucl.ac.uk/home/sampa
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Here the column separates the word going from is pronunciation divided in two
parts according to its morphology.

Sometimes systems pay particular attention to the prediction of nouns’
pronunciation, particularly proper names such as personal, commercial and
geographical ones. They get separated and stored into different dictionaries
because predicting the pronunciation of unseen names is a hard task and
sometimes a separate predictive system is used. To increase the amount of
stored names and the chances of guessing the right pronunciation for unseen
names, simple techniques can be applied. For example adding common suffixes
to the ones in the dictionaries and changing the ending by rhyme analogy.

Going back to the main task of the phonetic analysis component, the actual
guessing process of the pronunciation for unseen words is commonly known as
grapheme-to-phoneme conversion (g2p). Previously this task could be mostly
rule based (and sometimes part of it still is) but nowadays it seems impossible
to look at it without a machine learning perspective. In practice, as Lucassen
and Mercer (1984) explain, given a letter sequence L, the g2p component looks
for the correspondent most probable phone sequence P :

P̂ = argmax
P

P (P |L) (1)

The algorithm, usually a decision tree, uses a list of words with their own
pronunciation from the large pronunciation dictionary we mentioned earlier, in
order to both train and test the prediction module. Before actually starting
this task, the module has to deal with the problem of the alignment between
the actual characters and the correspondent phones of the words in the training
set. Hand-written rules help to map each character with its allowable phones
being part of a semi-authomatic algorithm. There can be multiple alignments
for a word, so, in order to choose the best one, the g2p module uses the Viterbi
algorithm to combine the probabilities P (pi|lj) for each phone pi to be aligned
to each character lj (Jurafsky and Martin, 2009):

P (pi|lj) =
count(pi, li)

count(lj)
(2)

Also other features can be trained to increase the accuracy of the algorithm,
such as the window of k words that precedes and follows li and/or its most
recent k phones previously predicted.

The last module of the text analysis task is the prosodic analysis that
tries to handle features such as phrasing, prominence and tune. Before going
on with these properties of speech and how to deal with them, it is important
to clarify that modelling prosody is in general a very hard task since often
the nature of the reasons for such phenomena is purely semantic or real-world
related.

Among prosodic features, phrasing is the most important for our project but
also the base to handle the others. It is the property of speech that organizes
words in groups, called intonation phrases (to be distinguished from syntactic
phrases) by the insertion of breaks between them as in the sentence:

I would like to dance_but my foot hurts.
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Here we can recognize two intonation phrases I would like to dance and but my
right foot hurts where the underscore marks a pause in the speech. Together
with a pause, we can also notice other features at the end of a phrase: the
final vowel gets longer than usual and the tune could rise, if it is a question, or
decline, if it is a statement. These phrase boundary features can be handled
again simply by the use of suitable rules for binary decision, they can be very
precise and flexible so that they can be adapted to specific languages (see section
4.2). Another approach includes machine learning classifiers such a decision
tree. For this, a corpus needs to be annotated with prosodic boundaries, this
means human labelers listening to the speech and annotating the correspondent
text. This is an extremely time-consuming task, therefore, a compromise is
usually made and the annotation is only based on the text and the expert
personal opinion. Given the annotation, some features can help deciding if a
break should be added or not at each word boundary: the total number of
words and syllables in a utterance, the distance from the start and the end of
the sentence, the POS tags of a k words window, etc.

For what concerns prominence it is linguistically represented as the pitch
accent that occurs in some words at the same position of the word stress and
it is usually used to bring attention to some words in the utterance. In real
speech we can arrive to distinguish up to four levels of accents: emphatic accent,
pitch accent, unaccented and reduced but this model can also be interpreted as
a binary classification task, accenting all content words and not the function
ones. This is the most basic solution but it has its own utility due to the fact
that prominence is deeply connected to the semantic aspects of the sentence
and therefore is hard to manage.

It is important to keep in mind that most of the time TTS technology has
a purely informative role in its commercial applications. From this perspective
the need of prosody modelling is not highly required: the semantics of the text
conveyed by speech receives most of the attention from the user. Moreover the
intonation of the units has to be adaptable to any kind of text, therefore a flat
intonation is a reasonable and sometimes a preferable choice.

2.1.2 Waveform Synthesizer
Finally, after the text analysis, the waveform synthesizer receives a complete
phonetic representation of the pronunciation for the submitted text, supposedly
marked with phonemes, word boundaries, pitch for the prominent syllables and
boundary tones.

As we previously mentioned, the synthesis step includes finding the best
sequence of units for the received representation, so the first step is to have
a speech database. This units inventory is usually extracted from hours and
hours of recordings made by a single speaker reading a script. This can be
a random selection of sentences or carefully designed to cover most phonetic
effects and common phrases related to the specific field of application. The
kinds of units it contains may vary according to the system: a homogeneous
one has only one unit base among frames, states, half-phones, diphones, phones,
demi-syllables, di-syllables, syllables and phrases, while heterogeneous systems
use more than one type of unit (Taylor, 2009). It is very important to notice
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how the quality of the database is a crucial factor that affects in the quality of
the final output, as Taylor (2009, p. 522) dares to say that:

...obtaining a high quality, large, speech database is the single most
vital factor in making a Unit Selection system sound good.

Moving towards the final step, when selecting the best sequence, we want
the synthesizer to satisfy two main criteria: each unit matches the specification
of the target unit representation and each unit is linked to the next one very
smoothly and with minimal signal processing. Therefore, from a more formal
perspective, the synthesizer trying to find the best sequence Û for a target
transcription T has to minimize both a target cost T (ut, st) that is how perfectly
a unit ut matches a subsequence2 of the input transcription st, and a join cost
J(ut, ut + 1), that is how perfectly from a perceptual point of view a unit ut is
linked to the next one ut + 1:

Û = argmin
U

T∑
t=1

T (st, ut) +
∑
t

= 1T − 1J(ut, ut + 1) (3)

Once the best sequence Û is chosen, the last thing to do is to produce the
waveform. In a pure Unit Selection system, the units are stored as waveforms
too, therefore the final output consists simply of a "concatenation" of the single
waveforms by no use of signal processing.

2.2 The Italian System Specifications
The system we based our study on uses what is called a pure Unit Selection
system as described in the previous section. This Italian synthesizer is part
of a large commercial portfolio of synthesizers for different languages, this
means that at the moment of choosing our approach we had to look at the
implementation of the other synthesizers to assure efficiency, coherence and
easy maintenance. This portfolio has the aim of managing different kinds of
applications, such as web reading, speech production, online literacy support,
etc., and for this reason, one of the main requirements is to be light and fast.

At the beginning of our project, almost all components of this Italian system
were already implemented. The text analysis uses machine learning only for
the prediction of the pronunciation of unseen words but all the rest, such as the
modules for text normalization, is implemented as a binary classification. As a
consequence, the text normalization task includes rules for sentence tokenization
and expansion of non standard words in Italian: how to read numbers (time
and dates, telephone numbers, etc.), abbreviations and acronyms in different
context and in different formats.

Concerning the phonetic analysis, a large phonetic lexicon was already
part of the system but names are stored separately to allow a different prediction
approach. The phonetic lexicons are annotated with the pronunciation for each
word but they do not contain morphophonemic information. The main lexicon

2It is rare the case where a single unit can match a whole sentence but in that case the
output has no signal processing and the quality of pure recorded waveform.
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contains instead tags for parts of speech, grammar categories such as gender
and number, function words and foreign words. The g2p conversion for unseen
words and names is done mainly by using FSTs.

Initially, the phonetic analysis task did not include any other extra informa-
tion. Synthesizers for other languages, such as French, approach word boundary
issues such as liaison by the use of transformation rules applied as the last step
before the synthesis. At the beginning of our project, the system had not such
a module but as we will see later Italian has some phonotactic phenomena that
occur also or only in word boundaries that need to be handled (see section
3.2.1).

With regard to prosody, the aim of this system does not require special
intonation and a general flat declarative tone is preferable. Prominence is
handled as a binary classification task, simply not giving any accent to func-
tion words while tune is automatically handled when searching for the best
sequence of units, by considering features such as the position in the sentence
and the presence of a question mark. In other systems, phrasing is usually
handled as part of the normalization task at the same stage of the homograph
disambiguation. This because the system considers only one kind of pause and
it is represented as a double comma in the normalized text. Initially the Italian
synthesizer had only a rule to insert a double pause before the conjunctions
e/ed "and" and o "or" when part of a list.

In order to produce an output, the synthesizer selects the units from a
large database of speech recorded by an Italian voice talent that from now on we
call Lina (see section 4.1). Considering that the minimum size for a basic system
is thought to be around an hour and the most common systems uses 5 hours
database, the fact that our system uses around 80 hours of recordings looks
quite promising (Taylor, 2009). Finally the synthesizer simply concatenates the
single units’ waveforms to obtain the final speech output.

2.3 The Agreement Problem
Giving a random sentence to the synthesizer, Con le belle giornate a Luigi
piace andare a sciare. "On sunny days Luigi likes going to ski.", at this stage of
the implementation the text analysis was already able to produce a reasonable
output:

["kon"le"bel:e.dZor"na.te"a.l"i.dZi"pja.tSe.an"da.re.a.Si"a.re]

Comparing to a correct Italian transcription we can notice two deviations:

["kon"le"bel:e.dZor"na.te"a.l:u"i.dZi"pja.tSe.an"da.re.a.S:i"a.re]

The [l] and the [S] are supposed to be long as in the second example ([l:] [S:]).
Also there is no pause in the whole sentence.

One could think that the reason is the fact that the system does not have
rules for these specific cases and adding them would probably solve the problem
but it is not that simple.

The units in the database are extracted from the recordings together with
their labeling representing their phonetic transcription and other information
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about prominence, foreign or acronym pronunciation, etc. These are the features
that are considered when trying to find the best match for the target input
to the synthesizer and as a consequence the more accurate the labels are the
better the selection of the units is and so the final waveform output.

However, the phonetic transcription and the segmentation of the recordings
are at first automatically generated by a phone recognizer: this means that the
output of this tool is not 100% correct and that there are often mismatchings
between the waveform and its labeling, therefore the resulting mark up has to
be manually corrected by linguistic experts.

Nonetheless the manual correction does not include or sometimes misses
some phonetic phenomena on word boundaries, that include both phonotactic
and prosodic features, such as breaks. In order to improve the matching of
the waveform representation and labeling for these two cases, other languages
that belong to the same portfolio usually apply the same rules contained in
the text analysis component to the automatically generated representation of
the waveforms. According to Kim et al. (2004, p. 1),

Higher agreement between the output of the text analysis com-
ponent and labels in the speech inventory is critical to reduce the
number of mistakes in a Unit Selection TTS system.

but for this matching to result in a high quality final waveform also the labels
and the phonetic representation of the recordings, and consequentially of the
units, have to carefully reflect the original recording waveform and the speaker’s
exact pronunciation.

Initially, since our Italian synthesizer did not have these rules yet, the
phonetic representations and the labeling of the recordings suffered of this lack.
Indeed figure 2.2 and 2.3 show two common kinds of mismatchings between
the waveform and the labeling. In figure 2.2 we can notice how the waveform of
a sentence shows a pause represented by a section of silence between the end
of the phone [o] and the the start of the phone [l] but no label for the silence is
reported. In figure 2.3 we can notice instead how the long length of the trill
consonant [r], visible by its extension in the waveform, the double of a short
one, is not correctly reported in the phone label. Indeed it describes a short
phone [r] instead of a long one [r:].

As a consequence, this thesis project has aimed at generally improving this
Italian TTS system by increasing the agreement between the predicted and the
observed pronunciation in the Italian recordings working on the accuracy of
the phonetic representations for what concerns phonetic phenomena on word
boundaries.

2.4 Related work
Concerning the relation between the database labeling and the quality of the
synthesis in a TTS Unit Selection system, Kim et al. (2004, p. 1) introduced a
method to "optimize the agreement between front-end and speech database".
In their work they adapted the phonetic lexicon and used an iterative training
of acoustic models for two different American voice talent pronunciations that
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Figure 2.2: Example of missing label for a pause.

Figure 2.3: Example of wrong label for the phoneme [r:].

resulted in a higher rank in comparison to the one for the original system in a
subjective listening test.

In relation to the pause prediction task as part of a prosodic module a
lot of studies have been conducted. A basic but good approach to improve
phrasing is the use of a parser to get additional syntactic information such
as the average length of a phrase containing a certain word (Ostendorf and
Veilleux, 1994; Koehn et al., 2000). Taylor and Black (1998) used POS tags
and HMM models to predict pauses in sentences. Parameters as POS sequence
window, the number of tags before a juncture, the size and the composition of
the tag-set provide around the 80% of accuracy in the prediction of pauses.

A general observation on methods that use machine learning and statistical
modelling to predict prosody is that correlated features, for example the fact
that new or unpredictable information are more likely to have a prominence’s
mark (Pan and Hirschberg, 2000), give better results than really sophisticated
linguistic models based on semantic features, such as the amount of information
a word contains, if it is new or old in the text and its coherence with the
sentiment of the text (Hirschberg, 1993).

Another alternative to simple POS tags is to integrate information obtained
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by dependency parsing. Assuming the limitation of a good performance only
on a dataset of the same domain of the training set in a lexical based machine
learning approach, Mishra et al. (2015) compared a lexically driven pause
prediction model to a non-lexicalized model that uses part-of-speech tags and
dependency relations showing only a small loss of 0.1 on the F-score with the
advantage of being domain-free.

More recent approaches try to look at the problem of prosody from a
different perspective by the use of new trend techniques such as deep learning.
For example, Watts et al. (2014) used shared projection feed-forward neural
networks to learn word representations for phrase-break prediction without the
use of a POS tagger. The main advantage of this approach is that it aims at a
multitask learning (MTL) framework. It means training predictors for several
related tasks in such a way that some parameters of the various task-specific
models are shared, and can therefore be estimated on more data. In a TTS
system, all shared representations for all units of interest (letters, phonemes,
words, phrases, etc.) can be trained jointly with all system components, both
for text processing and for acoustic modelling. The results of the phrase-break
task have been quite promising and the possibility of such a system looks very
interesting to be investigated in the future.

On the contrary Pascual and Bonafonte (2016) built a data-driven pause
predictor using a recurrent neural network (RNN) model integrated with linguis-
tic features like POS tags and forward-backward word distance to punctuation
marks. This study resulted in an improved F-score over a CART algorithm.
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3 Introduction to Italian Features

In order to better understand how we decided to modify the phonetic represen-
tations of the recordings in the speech database, it is essential to understand
how the Italian language works on word boundaries from a pure linguistic
perspective.

In this chapter we give a brief introduction to the issue of defining a standard
Italian, its phonologic system and its basic syntax.

3.1 The Italian Language
Local varieties are not substandard forms of Italian living in the
shadow of a national standard form: they are what Italian consists
of.

Lepschy and Lepschy (1977, p. 54)’s quote helps us to introduce the topic we
discuss in this section: the difficulty of establishing what is Italian. Even after
40 years that sentence is quite effective in describing the nature of the Italian
language but it is necessary to clarify what it means.

As for other languages, there is what is called a standard variety of Italian,
a variety of language that is described in normative and abstract terms and
that because of its nature does not correspond to the actual use of the language.
In practical terms the so called standard is the one taught whenever you take a
course for learning Italian as a second language and the one supposedly spoken
in media but not the variety spoken by any other Italian, unless this person is
from the Florentine area and well educated, since this is the model the standard
Italian comes from.

Hence here comes the question: what do Italians speak? Until 1861 Italy was
divided into different kingdoms and part of it was under foreign dominations.
If we think that some scholars (e.g. W.v. Wartburg) date the start of Romance
around the first centuries A.D. it is easy to imagine how the original spoken
Latin got influenced by centuries and centuries of different populations such as
Celts, Veneti, Etruscans, Umbrians, Oscans, etc.(Lepschy and Lepschy, 1977).
Nowadays Italy covers an area of 301,338 km2 with 61 million inhabitants. It
is not the largest country in Europe, not even the most populated but it is
divided into 20 regions, 14 metropolitan cities and 96 provinces, which in turn
are subdivided in 8,047 municipalities. Each region or group of regions speak
their own variety of the language together with their dialects and varieties of
dialects that can change from town to town.

To be more precise, Pellegrini (1975) mentioned that for some parts of Italy
we can arrive to distinguish up to four layers of Italian: national language,
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regional Italian, regional dialect and local dialect. Even if with a difference in
distribution this is still true.

In relation to the main topic of this thesis project, in a TTS system lexicon,
normalization, phoneme system, etc. have to be in accordance with the most
commonly understood language variety among the target population... but
what about the labeling and the representation of the input text? We mentioned
the importance of precisely reflecting the actual voice’s performance and this
means also adapting the transcriptions to those features that do not belong to
the standard pronunciation.

A voice talent usually has taken diction classes in order to delete the regional
features so he/she should not get too far from the standard but sometimes
traces of them still remain. Also nowadays less and less restriction is applied in
media and this habit is getting even less frequent for voice talents. Anyway for
extreme cases also the lexicon can be adapted to the speaker pronunciation
(Kim et al., 2004).

Italian regional varieties differ enough from the standard to represent a
problem for the TTS system. Looking at a simple sentence might give an idea
of what we are talking about: in a village in Venetia you can hear four different
ways of saying Andate a casa, ragazzi "Go home, boys":

1. National language [an"da.te a "kka"sa ra"ga.ts:i]

2. Regional Venetian Italian [an"da.te a "ka"sa ra"ga.s:i]

3. Regional dialect [nde kaza tuzi]

4. Local dialect [ve "ka.za "tu.zi]

If the differences are obvious when looking at the dialect (3-4), in the
case of the regional variety (2) the distance from the standard (1) in the
pronunciation becomes thiner. The differences are on most levels: phonetic,
lexical and syntactic. For example, there is a preference of choosing the perfect
over the past historic in the national variety and there exist thousands of
ways to call a "plumber" according to the regional area: fontaniere, lanternaio,
lattoniere, stagnaio, stagnaro, stagnino, trombaio, etc.

Due to the focus of our thesis project, we now mainly describe the phonetic
aspect of Italian and more specifically how its phonemes are combined.

3.2 Italian Phonology
Before looking at what happens on word boundaries it is important to under-
stand the rules for the compositions of Italian phonemes. Therefore, we start
with some basic information on Italian phonology. According to the standard
and Florentine model, the Italian phonological system is made of seven vowels
and twenty-five consonants1 (see tables 3.1 and 3.2).

1We refer to the scheme in Maturi (2006).
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Table 3.1: Italian vowels with IPA representation.

Bilabial Lab. dent. Alveolar P-alveo. Palatal Velar
Plosive p b t d k g
Nasal m M n ñ N
Trill r
Fricative f v s z S

Affricates �ts �tz �Ù �Ã
Approx j w
Lat. appr. l L

Table 3.2: Italian consonants with IPA representation.

There is a phonological opposition between [e] and [E], [o] and [O], [ts] and
[dz], [s] and [z] but each pair is equally represented by e, o, z/zz, s. The vowel
opposition disappears in unstressed syllables so the vowels get reduced to the
five [a e i o u]. Both the vowels and the consonants can be either short or long:
the vowels can be long only in accented syllables2, while the consonants have
to be in an intervocalic position.

The nucleus of the Italian syllable has always a vocalic element, indeed
Italian does not allow syllabic consonants. The vocalic element is mostly just a
vowel as in [a-], [tu-], [pen-], [skwi-], respectively in amo "I love", tubo "tube",
penna "pen", squisito "delicious", even though diphthongs are allowed [ai] hai
"you have", [voi] voi "you", [pau-] pausa "break".

The onset can be empty, with syllable structure V, as in [a-] of amo but can
also be made of a consonant, CV (consonant-vowel), as in [pa-] palo "pole"; two
consonants, CCV (consonant-consonant-vowel), as in [ska-] scala "stairs"; or
three consonants, CCCV (consonant-consonant-consonant-vowel), as in [stre-]
strega "witch"; but no onset of more than three consonants. In a scheme such
as CCV only three kinds of sequences can occur:

1. either a plosive or a labiodental fricative [p b t d k g f v] followed by
either a lateral, a trill, an approximant [l r j w], or more rarely by an
alveolar fricative [s] as in [pri-] primo "first", [kre-] credere "believe",
[flu-] fluido "fluid", [pja-] piano "piano/softly", [kwi-] qui "here", [psi-]
psicologo "psychologist";

2. an alveolar fricative [s z] followed by any of the consonants except [s z
S tS dZ ts tz J L], as in [sja-] siamo "we are", [zde-] sdebitato "payed

2The vowels in accented syllable follow the rule of the so called quantitative compensation
that depending on the coda of the syllable, if empty or a consonant, would respectively make
the vowel long or short.
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back", [zva-] svenire "faint", [zro-] srotolare "unroll" and so on;

3. either an alveolar lateral [l] or a trill [r] or a nasal [m n] followe by an
approximant [j w], as in [lje-] lieto "happy", [ruo-] ruota "tire", [mje-]
miele "honey" [nwo-] nuovo "new".

Finally an onset CCCV has a compulsory alveolar fricative in first position
followed by the same structure of the first case of the CCV pattern, as in [zbja-]
sbiadito "faded", [skwo-] scuotere "shake", [zgra-] sgradito "unwelcome".

The coda can be either empty as the onset or contain only one consonant,
rarely two, as in [pa-] panna "cream", [film] film "movie".

3.2.1 Italian Phonotactics on Word Boundaries
Phonotactics tries to explain those segmental phenomena that get involved
when words are inserted in a prosodic phrase.

In Italian there are three such phenomena: elision, spontaneous gemination
and the so called Syntactic Gemination (SG). Elision is quite common in
Italian under specific circumstances. Precisely it affects the final vowel of a
word when the next starts by a vowel as in car’amico "dear friend", in the
case the final vowel of caro is eliminated and an apostrophe marks the elision.
This phenomenon gets involved optionally except for specific words such as the
noun uomo "man", the indefinite pronoun altro/a "other" and the noun anno
"year" where it becomes obligatory: bell’uomo "beautiful man", nessun’altra
"no other", quest’anno.

Spontaneous gemination involves five phonemes that in intervocalic
position are always long. These are the post-alveolar fricative /S/, the alveolar
affricates /ts/ and /dz/, the palatal lateral /L/ and the palatal nasal /J/. This
phenomenon applies both inside and over word boundaries (Maturi, 2006), as
table 3.3 shows:

Phoneme Grapheme Inside WB Over WB

/S/→/S:/ <sc> ascia ["aS:a] a sciare ["a"S:ia.re]
"ax" "to ski"

/ts/→/ts:/ <z> ozio ["ots:jo] la zia ["la"ts:ia]
"laziness" "the aunt"

<zz> pazzo["pats:o]
"crazy"

/dz/→/dz:/ <z> azoto ["adz:o.to] una zanzara ["u.na.dz:an"dza.ra]
"nitrogen" "a mosquito"

<zz> mezzo ["mEdz:o]
"half"

/L/→/L:/ <gl> aglio ["aL:o] ora gli dico ["o.ra"L:i"di.ko]
"garlic" "now I tell him"

/J/→/J:/ <gn> sogno ["soJ:o] lo gnu ["lo"J:u]
"dream" "the gnu"

Table 3.3: Examples of spontaneous gemination in standard Italian.

It is important to notice how the long version of the affricates /ts/ and /dz/
inside word boundaries can be spelled both as a single letter <z> and a double
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one <zz> considering that for the other consonants are always a realization of
a geminate.

The third and the most important Italian phonotactic phenomenon is the
Syntactic Gemination (SG). According to its rules some words have the
property of lengthening the initial consonant in certain contexts, except the
approximants. To be clearer, the SG depends on the preceding word but affects
the following.

The first limitation is that SG does not work over pauses or phrase bound-
aries: te lo dirò domani [te.lo.di"rod:o"ma.ni] "I will tell you tomorrow" vs. te
lo dirò: domani parto [te.lo.di"ro / do"ma.ni"par.to] "I will tell: tomorrow I
leave".

The SG does not affect words starting by a dental fricative /s z/ followed
by other not approximant consonants: ha parlato [ap:ar"la.to] "has spoken", ha
suonato [as:wo"na.to] "has played", ha trovato [at:ro"va.to] "has found" but
ha sbagliato [azba"L:a.to] "made a mistake".

The words that have the SG property are mostly the so called strong
monosyllables, few weak ones, some bisyllables and all oxytones ending by a
vowel (the only case where the stress is graphically expressed by an accent
mark). Table 3.4 shows all the different categories with their own examples:

The rest of the monosyllables, such as the preposition di "of", the partitive
pronoun ne, the personal pronouns mi, ti, si, gli, le, ci, vi "me, you, him, her,
us, you" and all the monosyllables ending by a consonant do not produce SG
phenomena.

3.2.2 Standard vs. Regional Italian
The phonological differences between the Florentine model and the other
regional varieties are many but here we focus mainly on those that affect word
boundaries.

Regarding the spontaneous gemination of [S ts dz L J], in general these
phonemes keep their property in varieties of southern regions and in the islands
of Sicily and Sardinia while they lose the opposition with their strong version
in the northern and central varieties, unless indicated by the spelling in the
case of [ts] and [dz] as we can see in table 3.5.

SG is considered one of the most interesting topic concerning Italian linguis-
tics and flourishes in literature, especially from an historical and topological
perspective.

Concerning SG the situation is a bit more complicated. In the north
there is a general tendency to avoid the phenomenon, so that we have a
Torino "to turin" ["a"to.ri.no] vs. standard ["a"t:o.ri.no], è Paolo "he is Paolo"
["E"pa.o.lo] vs. standard ["E"p:a.o.lo], tre figli "three children" ["trE"fiLi] vs.
standard ["trE"f:iL:i], andrò via "I will go away" [an"drO"vi.a] vs. standard
[an"drO"v:i.a], qualche mese "some months" ["kwal.ke"me.ze] vs. standard
["kwal.ke"m:e.ze]. The central, the southern and the islands’ varieties, they all
keep the SG phenomenon but sometimes they apply it in different contexts.
For example in the southern regions the SG does not work on oxytones: caffè
freddo "cold coffee" ["kaf:E"fre.d:o] vs. standard ["kaf:E"f:re.d:o], città nuova
"new town" ["tSi.t:a"nwo.va] vs. standard ["tSi.t:a"n:wo.va].
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STRONG MONOSYLLABLES

nouns, adjectives, numerals: re "king", blu "blue", tre "three", tè "tea".
SG examples: re Carlo [re k:ar.lo] "king Carlo" blu notte [blu n:ot:e] "night
blue".
verbal forms: è "is", fu "was", ho "I have", ha "he has", do "I give", dà "he
gives", sto "I am", sta "he is", so "I know", sa "he knows", fa "he does", va
"he goes", può "he can".
SG examples: è lui [e l:ui] "is him", fu detto [fu d:et:o] "was said".
pronouns: tu "you", me "me", te "you", sé "self", che "that", chi.
SG examples: tu dici [tu d:itSi] "you say", chi va? [ki v:a].
adverbs: qua "here", qui "here", là "there", lì "there", più "more", già
"already".
SG examples: qua sotto [kwa s:ot:o] "here below", più caro [pyu k:aro] "more
expensive".
alphabet spelling: a, bi, ci, di, e, gi, i, o, pi, qu, ti, u, vi, vu.
SG examples: pi greco [pi g:reko] "pi", o chiusa [o k:yuza] "close o".

WEAK MONOSYLLABLES

preposistions: a "to/in", da "from", tra "among/between", fra
"among/between", su "on".
SG examples: a Napoli [a N:apoli] "in Naples", tra tanti [tra t:anti] "among
many".
conjunction: e "and", o "or", né "neither/nor", ma "but", se "if", che "that".
SG examples: e così [e k:ozi] "is like this", ma senti [ma s:enti] "but listen".
relative pronoun: che "that".
SG example: colui che viene [kolui ke v:yene] "the one who comes".

BISYLLABLES

adverbs, adjectives, pronouns, improper prepoistions: come "as",
qualche "some", dove "where", sopra "upon".
SG examples: come me [kome m:e]"like me", dove vai? [dove v:ai] "where do
you go?".

OXYTONES

verbal forms: sarà "it will be", capì "he understood", etc.
SG examples: sarà bello [sara b:el:o] "it will be beautiful", capì che [kapi k:e]
"he/she understood that".
nouns: caffé "coffee", papà "dad", etc.
SG examples: papà mio [papa m:io] "my daddy", Perù meridionale [peru
m:eridionale] "Southern Peru".
conjuntions: perché "because", però "but", etc.
SG examples: perché no [perke n:o] "because no", però sì [pero s:i] "but yes".

Table 3.4: SG examples. The phonetic transcription do not report information about
syllabification or word stress since the main attempt here is to show the SG phenomenon.

Moreover the monosyllables and bisyllables that cause the SG change
according to the geographical area. For example, in many southern regions
the prepositions da "from" and verbal form ha "it has" do not affect the
following word: da Torino ["da"to.ri.no] vs. standard ["da"t:o.ri.no], ha pi-
ovuto ["a"pjo.vu.to] vs. standard ["a"pjo.vu.to]. In contrast, other words do,
such as padre "father" and madre "mother" in their religious sense: padre
Pio "father Pio" ["pa.dre"p:i.o] vs. standard ["pa.dre"pi.o], madre superiora
["ma.dre.s:u.pe"rio.ra] vs. standard ["ma.dre.su.pe"rio.ra].

In addition some regional varieties in the south accept long consonants
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Phoneme Grapheme Inside WB Over WB

/S/→/S/ <sc> ascia ["a.Sa] a sciare ["a"Sia.re]
"ax" "to ski"

/ts/→/ts/ <z> ozio ["o.tsjo] la zia ["la"tsi.a]
"laziness" "the aunt"

/ts/→/ts:/ <zz> pazzo["pats:o]
"crazy"

/dz/→/dz/ <z> azoto ["a.dz.to] una zanzara ["u.na.dzan"dza.ra]
"nitrogen" "a mosquito"

/dz/→/dz:/ <zz> mezzo ["mEdz:o]
"half"

/L/→/L/ <gl> aglio ["a.Lo] ora gli dico ["o.ra"Li"di.ko]
"garlic" "now I tell him"

/J/→/J/ <gn> sogno ["so.Jo] lo gnu ["lo"Ju]
"dream" "the gnu"

Table 3.5: Examples of spontaneous gemination in northern regional varieties.

independently from the context, therefore also in absolute initial position, only
on a lexicon base. Some of these words are qua "here", là "there", più "more",
due "two", dieci "ten", Dio "god", chiesa "church", sedia "chair", minestra
"soup", etc.: di qua ["di"k:wa] "in this direction", ero là ["E.ro"l:a] "I was
there", sempre più ["sem.pre"p:ju] "more and more", etc. Each of these words
has its own distribution across the country. For example the word sedia"chair"
producs SG in Rome but not in the southern regions, while the adverbs qua,
qui, etc. produces SG in all central and southern Italy (Maturi, 2006).

3.2.3 A New Italian
As a last reference we want to remind that languages are alive in the sense that
they change and evolve continuously. This means that a synchronic perspective
is always limiting and leaving outside work-in-progress phenomena, not yet
stabilized or widely accepted.

In the case of Italian, for example, there are already studies on what might
be considered a neostandard "new standard" variety and its properties. Relating
to phonotactics, on word boundaries some of the trends are the more frequent
use of elision in the same cases as before (car’amico "dear friend"), the spreading
of lexicon based spontaneous gemination (di qua ["di"k:wa] "in this direction")
and of SG (re Carlo [re k:ar.lo] "king Carlo").

An interesting sociolinguistic aspect is the new prestigious consideration
associated with some features coming from central and southern central regions
of Italy, proved also by their occasional presence in the speech of public figures
from northern regions, such as politicians, entrepreneurs, journalists and show
men (Maturi, 2006).
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3.3 Italian Syntax
Due to the fact that POS tags and regular expressions are the main criteria
that have been used to build rules for pause prediction, it is important to know
some minimal information about most common syntactic structures in Italian
and how the pauses in speech relate to them.

3.3.1 Simple Sentences
First of all Italian is an SVO language, which means that the natural order of
words and phrases follow the sequence subject-verb-object. However, also other
sequences (SOV, VSO, OVS, etc.) can occur for emphasis or style reasons.

A minimal clause is composed by a subject and a predicate as in Claudia
scrive "Claudia writes", where Claudia is the subject and scrive is the predicate.
Often when the subject is a pronoun it can be omitted, so we can a find a
sentence made by only the predicate or more often a predicate and a complement,
e.g. scrive in ufficio "writes in the office".

According to Italian grammar any part of speech can have the subject role
in a clause, even another clause. Most of the time, as for other languages, the
roles of subject, predicate, complements, etc. are not made of only one word,
but rather of phrases:

• A noun phrase can play the role of either a subject, an apposition, a
direct object complement or the nominal part of a nominal predicate but
also other complements. A noun phrase can contain the following words:

– A noun: Paolo;

– An article and a noun: il cane "the dog", il libro "a book";

– An article, an adjective and a noun: una bella ragazza "a beautiful
girl", un ristorante favoloso "a fabulous restaurant" (to notice the
position of the adjective that can be before or after the noun);

– A pronoun: egli "he", noi "we/us", nessuno "nobody", qualcuno
"someone";

– A substantivated adjective: il preferito "the favorite";

– A substantivated adverb: il bene "the wellness";

– A substantivated infinite verb: il parlare "talking";

• A verb phrase plays the role of the predicate and can be composed
either of one or more than one word:

– According to the tense, if simple or complex, if the predicate is a
verbal one: amo "I love", ho amato "I loved";

– According to the nominal part of a nominal predicate, an adjective
or a noun: sono felice "I am happy", sono stato felice "I have been
happy";

• A prepositional phrase can play the role of many different complements
and it is made of a preposition and a noun phrase:
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– A preposition and a noun: con Paolo "with Paolo";

– A preposition, an article and a noun: con il cane "the dog", del libro
"of the book" (in this case a contraction of the preposition di "of"
and the article il "the" is produced);

– A preposition, an article, an adjective and a noun: di una bella
ragazza " of a beautiful girl", in un ristorante favoloso "in a fabulous
restaurant";

– A preposition and a pronoun: con lui "with him", per noi "for
we/us", di nessuno " of nobody", su qualcuno "on someone";

– A preposition and a substantivated adjective: dal preferito "from
the favorite";

– A preposition and a substantivated adverb: per il bene "for the
wellness";

– A preposition and a substantivated infinite verb: con il parlare "with
the talking".

A particular case is the one of noun phrase introduced by a partitive article,
indeed they have the same appearance of the articulated preposition di +article
(del, della, dello, degli, delle) but the actual meaning is "some": delle grida
ruppero il silenzio "some shouts broke the silence" (Sensini, 1990).

Also it is important to pay attention to the position of the adverb in a
clause (Lepschy and Lepschy, 1977):

• It can occur before either an adjective or another adverb: è piuttosto
coraggioso "he is quite brave", può essere fatto molto veocemente "it can
be done very quickly";

• Before either a noun or a pronoun: ha giocato anche lui "He played too"

• Before a verb (to give emphasis): già se n’è andato "he already went";

• After a verb: legge raramente i gialli, "he reads rarely crime stories";

• Between the first auxiliary and the past principle of a verb: ha veramente
fatto bene "he has really made the right choice";

• At the end of a clause: ha iniziato tardi "he has started late".

3.3.2 Complex Sentences
Looking at a larger context such as compound and complex sentences, as in
English we can distinguish different kinds of clauses: main clause, coordinated
clause and subordinated clause.

The coordinated clauses are usually introduced by coordinating conjunctions,
adverbs in correlation or by parataxis. We can distinguish seven types of
coordinated clauses according to how these conjunctions or locutions are used:

• copulativa: to connect two words by simply putting them next to each
other: e, anche, né, neanche, neppure, etc., respectively "and, too, nor
etc.";
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• aggiuntiva: to add a new concept: inoltre, nonché, etc., respectively
"moreover, nonetheless, etc.";

• disgiuntiva: to connect two alternative concepts: o, oppure, etc., "or";

• avversativa: to connect two opposite concepts: ma, eppure, tuttavia, etc.,
"but, though, however, etc.";

• conclusiva: to connect two consecutive concepts: dunque, perciò, allora,
ebbene, pertanto, quindi, etc., "so, therefore, then, etc.";

• esplicativa: to connect a concept explaining a previous one: cioé, infatti,
ossia, etc., "that is, indeed, etc.";

• correlativa: to connect to another one used to introduce the previous
clause: e..e, o...o, non solo...ma anche, né...né, sia...sia, etc., "both...and,
either...or, neither...or".

The subordinated clauses are usually introduced by subordinating conjunc-
tions or adverbs and we can distinguish three main kinds:

• sostantive: they have the same role of a subject or direct object in a
clause and they can be introduced either by the conjunction "che" "that"
in the case they have an explicit form or by the preposition di "of" in
the case they have an implicit form. An exception is the type of indirect
speech clauses: these are usually introduced by either an interrogative
adjective such as che, quale, quanto "what, which, how much/many",
a interrogative pronoun chi, che cosa "who, what", and adverb or an
adverbial locution dove "where" or a conjunction with interrogative or
doubting meaning such as quando, come, perché, se "when, how, why, if";

• relative: they have the same role of an attribute or apposition in a clause
and they can be introduced either by a relative pronoun che, cui, il/la
quale "that, whose, which", a relative adverb of place dove, ove, donde,
onde, da dove "where, from where", a mixed pronoun chiunque, checché,
qualunque "anyone, whatever" or a mixed adverb ovunque, dovunque
"wherever";

• avverbiali : they have the same role of indirect complements and adverbs
in a clause therefore we can divide them according to their function.
All of them can be introduced either by subordinating conjunctions or
by locutions when they are in an explicit form or by the prepositions
per, a, di, con. Table 3.6 shows all the possible kinds of subordinating
clause together with their most common conjunctions and locutions. A
particular case are the so called relative improprie. They have the same
form as the relative clauses so they are introduced by relative pronouns
but can add information typical of adverbial clauses;
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Type Conjunctions Locutions

causali perché "because", giacché
"as/since", poiché "as/since",
siccome "as/since", perocché
"as/since", etc.

per il fatto che "for the fact
that", dato che "given that",
visto che "seen that", dal mo-
mento che "since", etc.

consecutive che "so that", cosicché "so
that", sicché "indeed", talché
"indeed"

così che "so that", tale che
"so that", tanto che "so that",
di modo che "so that", etc.

finali che "that", onde "so to", per-
ché "so to", affinché "so that",
acciocché "so that", etc.

modali come "as", quale "such",
così"so", siccome "as", co-
munque "anyway"

altrimenti che "otherwise
than", senza che "without",
etc.

comparative che "that" così come "as well as", più che
"more than", meno che "less
than", altrettanto che "as well
as", etc.

concessive benché "even though",
sebbene "although", quan-
tunque "although", etc.

quand’anche "even though",
per quanto "as much as", an-
che se "even if", malgrado che
"despite", etc.

temporali mentre "while", che "that",
come "as", quando "when",
allorché "when", finché "un-
til", dacché "since", appena
"as soon as", allorquando
"when", etc.

appena che "soon as", tosto
che "soon as", prima che
"before that", dopo che "af-
ter that", fino a che "until",
subito che "as soon as", etc.

condizionali se "if", ove "as", quando
"when", purché "as long as",
qualora "whenever", seppure
"although"

in caso che "in the case
that", a meno che "unless", a
condizione che "on condition
that", etc.

dubitative se "if", che "that"
eccettuative fuorché "except", senonché

"however", nonché "as well
as", tranne "except"

eccetto che "except that",
salvo che "unless", senza che
"whithout", solo che "just
that", etc.

Table 3.6: Subordinating clauses and their connection.
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4 Improving Transcriptions

Treating phonotactic phenomena and pausing has not been a straightforward
process and empirical observations and considerations had to be made in
advance.

In this chapter we go through the data and the methodology we used to
build the new rules, we explain their implementation and provide the results
given by their evaluation.

4.1 Methodology
As previously mentioned, the purpose of this project is to improve our Italian
TTS System by modifying the phonetic representation of the input text and
the labeling of the recordings in the database in order to match the original
pronunciation of the voice talent. Our system applies the same approach to
treat other issues, such as the pronunciation of acronyms or homographs
disambiguation, therefore we decided to use the same method also for efficiency
and coherence with the other languages’ systems. This means implementing
transformation rules for those strings which are part of the transcriptions that
need to be corrected.

An efficient rule to improve the quality of phonetic transcriptions and the
insertion of pauses is mainly a rule that modifies the already automatically
generated transcriptions of the waveforms under certain specific constraints
and that does not overgenerate. Overgeneration is the main risk due to the fact
that these transcriptions have to be adapted to Lina’s voice and her specific
behavior, sometimes inconsistent, as we see later in section 4.1.1. Also we
have to take into account that the rules have to be as general and readable as
possible, both to catch unseen cases and to facilitate the maintenance of the
system.

As a consequence, studying Italian phonotactics and syntax has not been
sufficient. A study of Lina’s specific behavior and transcriptions’ mismatching
has been essential for the implementation of the rules but also to understand
our results.

4.1.1 Data Analysis
The recorded database consists of around 95 recorded sessions, each of them
including the recorded audio file and the transcriptions of 200 or less normalized
sentences. 120 hours of analysis have been performed by an Italian linguist over
more than 70% of the speech database.
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We searched the database for errors or mismatching over word boundaries by
comparing the transcriptions of the sentences in the database to the waveform
of their correspondent audio file using tools for voice analysis such as Wavesurfer
(Sjölander and Beskow, 2000) and other similar tools.

We selected specific phenomena to be observed and searched for patterns in
the data. In general, according to their original source, we have faced two kinds
of problems: those caused by the system when it ignores natural phenomena
of Italian language and those caused by the voice when it gets distant from
standard Italian.

The analysis has been performed first on phonotactic phenomena and then
on prosodic pauses inside sentence boundaries.

Phonotactic Phenomena

We started by looking at spontaneous gemination phenomena, so the
phonemes /S ts ds J L/1 that in standard Italian are always long in intervo-
calic position. This rule is perfectly applied by the system when inside word
boundaries since it derives it from the lexicon and it corresponds to Lina’s
pronunciation perfectly. When it comes to word boundaries though, the system
does not take into account the context from the preceding word so instead of
the long version of the phoneme the transcriptions have always the short ones
as in a sciare [a.Si"a.re] "to sky" instead of [a.S:i"a.re].

Concerning Syntactic Gemination the situation is more complicated
(see section 3.2.2) but in general we can say that Lina rarely applies it. The
few cases where she does do not show a clear pattern, long consonants appear
mainly after some monosyllables, such as è "is" or a "in/to" but only some of
them, such as [f s t tS] but still with some inconsistency. Indeed, we have a
Roma [a"r:o.ma] "to Rome" but è reso [e"re.so] "is made", è lungo [e"l:un.go]
"is long" but ha lavorato [a.la"vo.ra.to] "has worked", è molto [e"m:ol.to] "is
very" but ha mandato [a.man"da.to] "has sent". Certainly, she avoids to do it
after polysyllables such as perché "why/because" with few exceptions such as
sarò saziato [sa"ro.s:a"ts:ia.to] and portò via [por"to"v:i.a].

Also on 50% of the cases we noticed a lexicon based gemination in the
case of the word Dio

The reasons behind this behavior could be multiple. It could depend on
the specific features of the language spoken in the region, if not in the town,
Lina is from (see section 3.2.2) but also on the semantics of single sentences
where the long consonants are used to add emphasis to certain parts of the
utterance. The inconsistency might be also caused by the effort of correcting
regional features that are still present in her pronunciation. However we can
presume that Lina is from the north-center of Italy but it has not been possible
to observe any regularity in her behavior about Syntactic Gemination.

Pausing

In order to observe this Lina’s behavior regarding pausing, we decided to search
for clause boundaries’ words, such as conjunctions, and phrase boundaries’

1Since co-articulation phenomena are automatically handled by the Unit Selection system
no specific study has been made on such miss-transcriptions.
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words, such as preposition and some adverbs, following the suggestions of
(Wennerstrom, 2001) about syntactic structure as an indicator for pausing. In
both cases the data showed again an inconsistent behavior or other times too
few cases to make assumptions have been found.

The following tables, 4.1 and 4.2, provide some statistics about certain
terms2 in the database. The two tables list coordinating and subordinating
conjunctions that have been found in the database together with their English
translations, their frequency in the database and their pause correlation. The
pause correlation measures how many times over the total, the conjunction
is either preceded, followed or surrounded by pauses. These statistics have
been taken into consideration when deciding if implementing a rule to handle a
specific case or not.

Pause
Conjunctions Freq Correlation
ma but 636 98%
né neither 34 94%
cioè that is 38 94%
tuttavia though 66 90%
eppure nonetheless 8 88%
oppure or 44 87%
quindi so 114 86%
ossia that is 7 85%
ovvero that is 5 80%
o or 771 72%
e/ed and 5799 71%
inoltre moreover 152 65%
ancora* again 229 65%
pertanto therefore 10 60%
pure too 22 50%

Pause
Conjunctions Freq Correlation
sia* and 148 49%
neanche neither 6 49%
infatti indeed 68 46%
invece instead 118 36%
però but 5302 32%
altresì also 5 25%
dunque therefore 53 23%
anche too 911 21%
nemmeno neither 16 15%
anzi rather 19 15%
perciò therefore 23 8%
invero indeed 2 0%
neppure neither 3 0%
ebbene therefore 1 0%

Table 4.1: Statistics about Coordinating conjunctions in 80% of the database. The
asterisk * indicates homographs.

In 68% of the cases Lina inserted a pause before a conjunction. Those cases
where a pause was found after are mostly at the beginning of the sentence
and concerning mostly subordinating conjunctions, such as inoltre and tuttavia
(Inoltre_era di fondamentale importanza che tu andassi dal medico.3 "Moreover,
it was fundamentally important that you would have gone to the doctor.").
Some words have a more flexible position and sometimes they are both preceded
and followed by a pause. For example, però is often between the auxiliary verb
and its participle, in this case no pause occurs but sometimes it either precedes
or follows a word, or even both:

1. Il partito repubblicano ha però conseguito molto successo.
But the republican party has obtained big success.

2. Francesco però_non ne poteva più.
But Francesco could not stand it anymore.

2The words have been selected according to the list provided in Sensini (1990)(see section
3.3.2). Rare conjunctions have not been taken into account. Also due to the limitations of the
tools, searching one word at a time, it has not been possible looking at conjunctive locutions
and improper prepositions ("below", "against", "during", etc.).

3Again the underscore "_" is used to indicate a pause.
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Pause
Conjunctions Freq Correlation
sebbene although 9 100%
tranne except 3 100%
mentre while 70 95%
perché why/because 241 87%
poiché since/as 36 84%
siccome since/as 23 68%
che* that 2263 65%
benché although 25 61%
quantunque although 14 58%
se* if 438 56%
come how/as 820 51%
nonché as well as 10 50%

Pause
Conjunctions Freq Correlation
quale what/that 89 47%
così so 218 45%
comunque however 62 41%
affinché so that 9 33%
quando when 142 30%
appena as soon as 58 26%
onde* where 8 20%
finché until 13 15%
senonché but/except 1 0%
dacché since 1 0%
cosicché so that 1 0%
allorché when 3 0%

Table 4.2: Statistics about Subordinating conjunctions in 80% of the database. The
asterisk * indicates homographs.

3. Ecco infatti che lui arriva_però con un’amica che non conoscevo.
Here it goes, indeed, that he comes but with a friend I did not know.

4. Luigi e Marica infatti si volevano sposare _però_non volevano figli.
Luigi e Marica wanted to get married but they did not want to have kids.

This time the inconsistent behavior, evident from the data, was partially
expected. There is a general variability in the factors involved in the decision
process of inserting a pause: professional skills, syntactic structure (see section
3.2) and personal choice (Wennerstrom, 2001).

These considerations have even more value when the analysis comes to
phrases. It has been very hard to catch the entity of the phenomenon in the
database since empirically it is hard to find a boundary without knowing
the semantics of a sentence. Looking at prepositions for prepositional phrases
did not help since also implicit subordinative clauses are introduced by some
prepositions. Therefore in this case the approach has been simply going through
the database and looking at the pause correlation between phrases. Table 4.3
shows what we have found out:

Phrase Pause Correlation
Nominal 46%
Verbal 58%
Prepositional 77%

Table 4.3: Pause correlation for prosodic pauses. A pause is considered to be part of the
phrase just when following, since multiple phrases could appear one next to the other.

A particularly high pause correlation (89%) has also been found in the case
of two phrases expressing time: following the adverb fa "ago" as in C’era una
volta, tanti tanti anni fa_una bella bambina con un cappuccio rosso. "Once
upon a time, many years ago, there was a little girl with a red hood."; and
after the noun in the phrase introduced by the indefinite adjective ogni "every"
as in Ogni giorno_vado a lavorare con la macchina "Every day I go to work
by car". The locution per/ad esempio "For example/instance" has also a high
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correlation, 88%, where a pause is usually inserted just after: Per esempio_a
me piace viaggiare "For example I like traveling."

It has been hard to draw conclusions when the data are so inconsistent but
anyway Lina has the general tendency to cluster words according to syntactic
phrases, presumably for clarity purposes, even in cases where the structure of
the sentence is very simple as in Claudia e Luca_hanno fatto il viaggio di nozze
in Australia "Claudia and Luca had their honey moon in Australia" where
a pause is inserted between the subject noun phrase Claudia e Luca and its
predicate verbal one hanno fatto. Of course this provokes a certain proliferation
of pauses, mostly following prepositional phrases.

Moreover it is important to note that in many cases a pause is probably
there because of punctuation, usually a comma or a column but the consistency
of this phenomenon it is hard to judge. The accuracy of the punctuation changes
from sentence to sentence due to the composition of the script where each
sentence comes from a different kind of text crawled from the web: a movie
review, a scientific article, a novel, an advertisement, a rent announce, etc.

Concerning Wennerstrom’s general observation in Wennerstrom (2001), the
fact that pauses are more common in long and complex sentences, no correlation
in this sense has been found in Lina’s behavior about pause insertion.

4.2 New Rules
Rules for phonotactics over word boundaries and prosodic pauses behave
differently and are applied during the text analysis step at different stages.

As previously said, here the main challenge has been finding a good balance
between generalizing and not overgenerating. Indeed, the two principles go
towards opposite directions: avoiding overgeneration means restrict the cases
the rule might apply to, while generalizing wants to allow the system to catch
unseen cases under specific circumstances. Other criteria came also along at
the moment of implementing the rules and some considerations depended on
the specific feature to treat.

Keeping the previous observations in mind three kinds of rules have been
implemented to handle phonemes over word boundaries and two other kinds to
handle prosodic pauses inside sentence boundaries.

4.2.1 Phoneme Transformation Rules
The rules to manage phonotactics over word boundaries have been written as
graph rules, in accordance to the other languages’ systems, and are applied
as the last part in the text analysis component. They have a very simple
structure: a certain context (phonemic and/or graphemic) inside prosodic
breaks is identified using regular expressions and a transformation is applied to
the requested phoneme while keeping the context.

Three kinds of Phoneme Transformation rules have been implemented,
according to the three phonotactic phenomena occurring on word boundaries:
spontaneous gemination, SG and lexicon based gemination (sections 3.2.1 and
3.2.2). In general the rules treat one phoneme at a time therefore we built a
total of 66 phoneme based rules as table 4.4 shows.
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Kind Phonemes Rules

Spontaneous Gemina-
tion

/S ts dz J L/ 5

SG due to monosyllable
of structure V

/b d dZ f g k l m n p r s t tS v/ 15

SG due to monosyllable
of structure CV

/b d dZ f g k l m n p r s t tS v/ 15

SG due to monosyllable
of structure CCV

/b d dZ f g k l m n p r s t tS v/ 15

SG due to oxytones /b d dZ f g k l m n p r s t tS v/ 15

Lexicon based gemina-
tion

/d/ 1

Table 4.4: Phoneme Transformation rules.

Both the rules for monosyllables and oxytones include an exception in the
case the previous word is an article or a pronoun such as la, le, li, lo, il, i, gli,
di, ne, ci, mi, ti, si, vi.

Table 4.5 shows an example of the constraints required for a phoneme based
rule for each of the six categories we saw in table 4.4.

4.2.2 Pause Insertion Rules
Pause insertion rules are more complicated than the Phoneme Transformation
ones. They are applied during the text normalization, before starting the
phonetic analysis. They have been written mostly according to Lina’s voice
behavior since they relate mainly to her personal approach at reading.

In section 2.2, we anticipated that pauses are inserted in the transcription
by adding commas at required positions. Therefore the rules are supposed to
first match a certain pattern by regular expressions and then, if necessary, check
also other constraints such as POS tag or word context limitations in order
to fit Italian word order (see section 3.3). The rules are called sequentially in
the code so the output of one rule is the input for the following one, in this
way we avoid the proliferation of commas in a sentence. This also means that
the order of the rules is important in the implementation. Therefore they have
been inserted according to k as the length of the tokens context required in a
descending order.

A total of 30 rules for pause insertion has been implemented. They follow
one of two main approaches: catching clause boundaries or catching phrase
boundaries.

Rules for clause boundaries are mainly word based in the sense that they
look for specific words, usually conjunctions, in a certain context, preceded
or followed by a precise number of words. If there is a match POS tags are
checked and a comma is added before the word.

In order to build these rules we had to check the criteria for overgeneration
and generalization but also the data collected (see section 4.1.1). We focused
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Phoneme Grapheme Context Example
Transformation

Spontaneous Gemination
/S/→/S:/ [V] \b s c [ie] mentre scia:

["men.tre"Sia]→["men.tre"S:ia]
SG due to monosyllable of structure V
/t/→/t:/ [V] \b t [V t r] a tutti

["a"tut:i]→["a"t:ut:i]
SG due to monosyllable of structure CV
/s/→/s:/ [C] [V] \b s [V] ma senti

["ma"sen.ti]→["ma"s:en.ti]
SG due to monosyllable of structure CCV
/t/→/t:/ [C] [C] [V] \b t [V t r] tra tanto

["tra"tan.to]→["tra"t:an.to]
SG due to oxytones
/m/→/m:/ [àèéìòù] \b m [V] perché mai

[per"kE"ma.i]→[per"kE"m:a.i]
Lexicon Based Gemination
/d/→/d:/ [V] \b d i o che dio:

["ke"di.o]→["ke"d:i.o]

Table 4.5: Examples of the kind of constraints applied in phoneme based rules by
phonotactic category. The grapheme context is expressed by regular expressions (RE) (the
space is not part of the RE) and the use of groups for vowels "V" meaning [a e i o u à è é
ì ò ù] and consonants "C" meaning [b c d f g l m n p q r s t v z].

only on cases with high consistency in pause correlation and no ambiguity4,
namely ma "but", eppure"however", oppure "or", ovvero, ossia, cioè, "that is",
né "neither/nor", tuttavia, sebbene "however", quindi "so/therefore", mentre
"while", perché "why/because", poiché "since/as", tranne "except", and all the
relative pronouns except che "that"5.

The complexity of these rules changes a lot according to the consistency
of the pause correlation: the higher the consistency the fewer the constraints.
For example, the rule for ma and eppure, as those for né and oppure, is pretty
simple since it basically does not need any constraint, except one word before
and one word after and it simply adds a double comma before the word6:

Word1 −ma−Word2→→→Word1 − „ −ma−Word2

The rule for mentre, perché, poiché, sebbene, tranne instead is a bit more
complicated:

Word1 −mentre|perché|poiché|sebbene|tranne−Word2 −Word3

if Word1 6=6=6= ecco|DET|CNJ
→→→Word1 − „ −mentre|perché|poiché|sebbene|tranne−Word2 −Word3

4This means that all the homographs have been excluded.
5Rules for e/ed "and" and o "or" have not been implemented since they are already part

of the system, specifically a comma insertion rule is applied in the case they are part of a list.
6The hyphen "−" in the rules stands for a token separator.
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it requires two words after any of the words mentre, perché, poiché, sebbene,
tranne and that the first word is not ecco "here it is" or a determiner or a
conjunction, since we might have constructions such as e perché "and because"
where we do not want to insert a comma before perché. The rule for ovvero,
ossia, cioé requires also that the first word is neither an adjective nor a participle
while for quindi neither a conjunction nor a verb.

Rules for phrase boundaries are a bit different. First, it is important to
recall the flexibility of Italian word order that makes it very hard to avoid the
overgeneration of commas because most of the phrase boundary rules try to add
them after a certain pattern of POS tags or words. Because of the observations
we collected during the analysis, we started again with cases with almost no
risk of overgeneration, those of phrases for expressing time, containing fa"ago"
and ogni"every". The rule for fa identifies this word preceded by other specific
nouns, the ones to indicate time (day, hour, minute, year, time, etc.), including
their plural inflections, and comma is added after it:

settimana|giorno|secondo|ora|minuto|mese|anno|tempo− fa
→→→ settimana|giorno|secondo|ora|minuto|mese|anno|tempo− fa− „

The previous context in this case is required because the adverb fa is a ho-
mograph of the singular third person of the verb fare "to do" in the present
indicative tense. The rules for ogni do not ask for any word before ogni but one
should be there after the phrase and this should not be neither an adjective nor
a verb nor a preposition. A couple of rules add some variations to this pattern
inserting a quantifying adjective or a day of the week between ogni and the
noun.

Due to the inconsistency of the pause correlation for noun and verb phrases
we decided to treat only the prepositional phrases and still we expect some
overgeneration of commas. These rules identify a sequence of 4-6 words trying
to catch most of the possible POS tag sequences for prepositional phrases,
having the constraint that the first word is a preposition, of course, and that
the last word is not an adjective, a proper noun or a preposition. If they match
they add a comma before the last word. Here is an example:

PREP −DET |ART −Noun−Word1

if Word1 6=6=6= ADJ |PN |PREP

→→→ PREP −DET |ART −Noun− „ −Word1

In this case we require the first word to be a preposition, the second to be
a determiner or an article, the third one a noun and the fourth neither an
adjective nor a proper noun nor another preposition. The same condition and
transformation is applied to those cases where a possessive adjective or/and
another adjective is part of the phrase but we discarded very simple phrases
made of the sequence preposition−determiner−noun because of inconsistency
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in the data. So we treat all of the following sequences:

PREP −DET |ART −ADJ −Noun−Word1

PREP −DET |ART − Possessive−Noun−Word1

PREP −DET |ART −Noun−ADJ |PN −Word1

PREP −DET |ART − Possessive−Noun−ADJ |PN −Word1

PREP −DET |ART − Possessive−ADJ −Noun−Word1

PREP −ADJ −Noun−Word1

PREP − Possessive−Noun−Word1

PREP −Noun−ADJ |PN −Word1

PREP − Possessive−Noun−ADJ |PN −Word1

PREP − Possessive−ADJ |PN −Noun−Word1

The ones with the article take into account also improper prepositions while
the ones without can catch proper and articulated ones.

The last rule that has been added is the one for the locution per/ad esempio
that adds a comma after if the following word is not a proper noun or a
preposition:

per|ad− esempio−Word1

if Word1 6=6=6= PN |PREP

→→→ per|ad− esempio− „ −Word1

4.3 Evaluation and Results
The idea behind the approach to evaluate the new rules is checking if they
produce a better labeling and a more accurate phonetic representations closer
to the voice talent performance. In order to verify this hypothesis, the labeling
and the phonetic representations of two unseen sessions (400 sentences in total)
of the speech database have been manually reviewed and corrected by an Italian
linguist. In this way when giving the same sentences in their original form as
input to the TTS system, the synthesized output should require a lower number
of signal processed cuts than without the rules since it should perfectly match
the representations of larger sequences of units. As a consequence we decided
to use the number of cuts that are generated by the system to measure the
quality of the rules.

In this sense a lower number of cuts than the baseline indicates an im-
provement and that the rules reflect the actual behavior of Lina’s voice while
a higher number indicates instead that the rules are distant from the voice
behavior or that they are too general and they overgenerate (see section 4.2).

4.3.1 Experiments
The evaluation has been run with eight different selections of phonetic rules
and twelve selections of Pause Insertion rules, as you can see from table 4.6
and 4.7 where the Configuration column reports which rules were active during
each experiment.
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We started with checking rules or groups of rules independently according
to theoretical reasons (chapter 3) and then we looked for the combination that
provides the minor number of cuts according to the information we gained from
our analysis of the database (section 4.1.1).

Finally the best combination of phonetic rules (Ph. Best Mix) and of Pause
Insertion ones (P.I. Best Mix) have been run together in the Final Best Mix and
compared to the result of all rules together (All Rules) in order to get a global
evaluation. The configuration of the system with none of the rules activated is
considered our baseline.

Phoneme Transformation Rules’
selection Configuration

Baseline No rule.
Sp.G. Five rules for the spontaneous gemi-

nation ([S ts ds J L] in intervocalic
position).

S.G. All sixty rules for Syntactic Gemina-
tion.

Dio Lexical based gemination’s rule for the
word Dio.

S.G. sel. cons. Syntactic Gemination’s rules only for
selected consonants ([f s t tS]).

S.G. V sel. cons. Syntactic Gemination’s rules only for
selected consonants ([f s t tS]) preceded
by a monosyllable with structure V
(vowel).

Ph. Best Mix Sp.G. + S.G. V sel. cons.

All Ph. All Phoneme Transformation rules.

Table 4.6: List of configuration settings for the testing of Phoneme Transformation rules.

4.3.2 Results
The tables 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10 show the results of our experiments.

As you can see from table 4.8, comparing to the baseline, a lower number
of cuts is given by three groups of rules: Sp.G., S.G. sel. cons. and S.G. V sel.
cons.. The third one is a subgroup of the second one based on our analysis, and
it actually reduced the number of cuts. As a consequence the Ph. Best Mix as a
combination of the S.G. V sel. cons. selection with the Sp.G. one obtained 149
cuts less than the baseline.

Concerning Pause Insertion rules (table 4.9), four selections of rules had
a lower number of cuts than the baseline: Subordinating No Relative, the rule
for ma, Proper Prep. Phrases and the rule for ogni. Combining all of them with
the two selections that scored as much as the baseline (fa and per/ad esempio)
in the P.I. Best Mix the number of cuts dropped to 3846, 16 cuts less than the
baseline.
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Pause Insertion Rules’
selection Configuration

Baseline No rule.
Clause Boundaries Rules for catching all clause boundaries.
Coordinating Rules involving coordinating conjunctions.
Subordinating Rules involving subordinating conjunctions and

relative pronouns.
Subordinating No Relative Rules involving subordinating conjunctions but

no relative pronoun.
Relative Rules involving relative pronouns.
ma Rule for the coordinating conjunction ma.
Proper Prep. Phrases Rules for prepositional phrases containing only

proper preposistions.
Improper Prep. Phrases Rules for prepositional phrases containing only

improper preposistions.
fa Rule for phrases containing the word fa.
ogni Rule for phrases containing the word ogni.
per/ad esempio Rule for phrases containing the locution per/as

esempio.
P.I. Best Mix ma + Subordinating No Relative +Proper Prep.

Phrases + fa + ogni+ per/ad esempio
All P.I. All Pause Insertion rules.

Table 4.7: List of configuration settings for the testing of Pause Insertion rules. The rule
for ma has been tested separately due to its high correlation with pauses.

The combination of the Ph. Best Mix and the P.I. Best Mix in the Final Best
Mix got an improvement of 164 cuts less than the baseline (see table 4.10).

4.3.3 Discussion
It is evident how the Phoneme Transformation rules had a main impact on
the general improvement. The Ph. Best Mix’s score completely agrees with the
observations made during the analysis of the database (section 4.1.1) and with
the guess that the voice talent is probably from the north part of Italy where
the SG phenomena are ignored or rarely appear.

Concerning the Pause Insertion rules we can see from the number of cuts
that there is a general tendency to no or small improvement when applying
very specific rules, while more general ones overgenerate. This was expected
due to inconsistency of the data but also because sometimes rules do not have
any effect if the original text is already well marked with punctuation, such
as commas. The last consideration is particularly important for those group
of rules that scored the same cuts as the baseline. These cases can be still
considered a positive result since these rules do not overgenerate but might
improve the performance of the system anyway when facing texts with either
no or inaccurate punctuation.
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Phoneme Transformation Rules Cuts

Baseline 3862
Sp.G. 3816
S.G. 4703
Dio 3868
S.G. sel. cons. 3816
S.G. V sel. cons. 3759
Ph. Best Mix 3713
All Ph. 4659

Table 4.8: Number of cuts for
Phoneme Transformation rules.

Pause Insertion Rules Cuts

Baseline 3862
Clause Boundaries 3874
Coordinating 3864
Subordinating 3872
Subordinating No Relative 3859
Relative 3875
ma 3857
Proper Prep. Phrases 3860
Improper Prep. Phrases 3885
fa 3862
ogni 3856
per/ad esempio 3862
P.I. Best Mix 3846
All P.I. 3884

Table 4.9: Number of cuts for Pause
Insertion rules.

Rules Cuts

Baseline 3862
Ph. Best Mix 3713
P.I. Best Mix 3746
Final Best Mix 3698
All 4660

Table 4.10: Number of cuts for Combined rules.

Another reason that probably affects the evaluation scores in general and
justifies the fact of having the same cuts as the baseline or low improvement,
is that some phonotactic phenomena or syntactic structures were not present
in the 400 selected sentences chosen for testing the rules but also that maybe
the sample is too small.

Also a problem might have been caused by the actual implementation of
the rules since they use regular expressions and consume the string. In practical
terms if a pattern is matched by the regular expressions but not the POS
tag the string is consumed, therefore if the same regular expression pattern
occurs again in the sentence but with part of it in the string already consumed
that pattern won’t be found. As a consequence we might register a loss of
some matching cases. An alternative implementation of the rules has been
attempted, keeping in memory the input text token by token for each rule but
this represented a very inefficient solution. Considering limiting overgeneration
as one of our goal we did not consider the possible loss of few matching cases
as an important negative issue.

Moreover we have to remember that rules might interfere with each other
since they do not work over prosodic pauses. As a consequence, if one of the
Pause Insertion rules overgenerates it might limit the effect of the following
ones, including the phonetic rules.
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Finally different studies state that prosodic phrases cannot simply be
predicted from syntactic structure since prosodic boundaries do not always
coincide with syntactic boundaries (Ostendorf and Veilleux, 1994; Koehn et al.,
2000). However, in our case we have to remember that reading is a different
process than independently producing speech and especially in the case of
professionals such as voice talents, syntax is a more prominent factor in the
phrasing process.

4.4 Future Work
In order to improve the rules and their effect, we plan to go through a more
attentive error analysis and review the POS tags in the main lexicon to discover
possible interference with the Pause Insertion rules. In the last case we already
saw that some adjectives have the POS tags NN for noun where is not an
option. Regarding the regular expression problem, if the loss of matching case
is important, we might want to review the implementation of some rules and
keeping the context token by token even if not an efficient solution.

An interesting experiment would be testing on a larger base and see the
impact of these rules on the synthesis’ output for unseen input. Preliminary
study shows already an improvement of around the same size as on the test set
(4.25%) but first the whole database has to be correctly annotated.

Also writing rules for pause insertion using only regular expressions and
POS tag is quite limiting, especially for languages such as Italian with quite
flexible word order. A statistical model considering other features together with
the POS tags, such as the length of the sentence, the position (initial, central
or final), as well as the average length of the phrases, might improve a lot the
phrasing task (Koehn et al., 2000).

An alternative suggestion, even if quite expensive in terms of costs and
resources, is integrating a dependency parser into the system and rewrite some
Pause Insertion rules according to it. Dependencies’ information might give
the data necessary to disambiguate cases where the phrase boundaries are
uncertain and be used not only for the Italian synthesizer but also for other
languages’ systems (Mishra et al., 2015).

From a more distant perspective, it would be interesting to investigate the
impact of the rules on other Italian voice talents with other regional varieties
or closer to the standard pronunciation to see how much the choice of the voice
talents influences the adaptation of the text analysis component in terms of
time and efficiency. As Taylor (2009, p. 530) mentions there are not specific
criteria to choose a voice for a TTS system. The main recommendation is
to pick a "good" voice, that basically means a speaker who is "able to read
the script accurately, without straining his or her voice, and keep their voice
at a regular style throughout". A good method is picking a voice according
to a target listening group’s preference but as we saw this resulted in a high
detailed study of the voice talent specific pronunciation and highly personal
dependent adaptation. Eventually a study in such direction could not only
provide a better quality in the synthesis’ output but might lead to design a
more specific framework for the selection of voice talents for TTS technology
and Speech technology in general, defining specific trainings and distinguishing
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professions in these area from the ones in mass media. For example, the testing
group of people should be made of native speakers in order to consider factors
such as socio-cultural connotation of regional accents, and a technical phonetic
testing could help to avoid regional features.
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5 Conclusion

This thesis project investigated the impact on an Italian TTS unit selection
system, of phenomena occurring on word boundaries, such as phonotactic
phenomena and pauses, with the final goal of improving its performance. As
a result, we succeeded in obtaining a better agreement between the phonetic
representation of the input text and the pronunciation of the voice talent
enhancing the quality of the final speech output.

To achieve this goal we relied on the answers to the following questions:

• Why and how phonetic phenomena on word boundaries can affect an
unit selection system?

• Which are the Italian language’s properties that affect word boundaries?

• Which is the behavior of the voice talent relating to them?

• Is it possible to write rules to handle these phenomena based on Italian
linguistic information and a voice talent’s specific pronunciation?

• To what extent these rules can improve the agreement between front-end
and speech database?

• Is there a way to reduce or even avoid the adapting of the text analysis
component on a single voice base and to keep a high agreement?

We started by analyzing the general approach used by unit selection synthesis
and explained the crucial role that the speech database has in the quality of the
waveform output. We looked at the difficulties of the agreement problem from a
technical point of you, looking at the structure of our system, its implementation
and current errors. We saw that there are Italian phonotactic phenomena
working on word boundaries that vary on regional base, such as spontaneous
gemination, Syntactic Gemination and lexicon based gemination and we also
studied Italian syntax as the theoretical base for predicting pauses. Through
the analysis of the database, we observed the voice talent’s pronunciation and
her behavior about phonotactics on word boundaries and pausing, discovering
a regional influence in avoiding Syntactic Gemination in addition to a general
inconsistency. As such, a set of rules for phoneme transformation and pause
insertion has been implemented and integrated into our Italian TTS system.
The evaluation over the amount of conjuncture cuts has been performed in order
to understand the impact of the new rules on the text analysis component. The
results showed a relevant improvement particularly in the case of phonotactic
phenomena while the phrasing prediction had less effect due to the high
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inconsistency of the data. Finally improving the results by going through an
attentive error analysis is our subsequent step.

As a conclusion, our study confirms that the quality of TTS synthesis
is highly dependent on the speech database and the agreement between the
latter and the phonetic representation of the input text is the key to fully take
advantage of this large amount of data. This process has to be facilitated from
the beginning, with a proper selection of the voice talent for the recording of
the database, involving a test on a group of native speakers and a phonetic test
to discover non-standard influences.
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